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SUMMARY
Wind–tunnel tests have been made to detemine
chszacteristics of an NACA 0009 airfoil with plain
th6 aerodynamic
flaps 25 and 50
section
percent
of the airfoil chord. The flaps were tested independently and in
conibination.
Results of the investigation indicated that the larger flap would ‘
provide greater lift increments but would lose lift effectiveness at the
higher deflections and at a lower angle of attack than would the smaller
. flap. The hingeanoment and liftiffectiveness parameters for each flay
indicated good agreement with curves ~edicting the variation of these
peramsters with flap chord.
.
Although the effect of sealing the gap was small, it generalJy
increased the lift effectiveness and the U5%-curve slope.
Theoretical calculations of aerodpamic chm?acteristics made by the
use of parameters measured In the p?esent investigation indicated close
agreement with calculations made by the use of parameters est-ted from
pressure-distribution data for a mxiel having similar flaps that were
linked to give balance.
INTRODUCTION
9
An exten8ive investigation of control+urface characteristics is
being conducted by the Langley Laborato~ of the National Advisov
Committee for Aeronautics that includes several typs of flaps of
verious chords.
.
Among the control surfaces included in the investigation is a
2>percen*3rfoil+hord control flap with a triming and balancing flap
having a chord twice the control-flap chord, or a m percent airfoil chord,
. that is linked to give hinge-mmuent balance with angle of attack and flap
2deflection (reference 1). In order to calculate the
for this arrangement, It was necessmy to obtain the
control–flap hingeaome nt coefficient with trim-flap
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charaoteristics
rate of change of
deflection and
the rate of-ch&e of trim-flap hingeamme nt coefficientwith coutrol-
flap deflection - as well as the lift effectiveness, the rate of ohange
of hing~ nt coefficient with deflection, and the rate of change of
hinge+noment coefficient with angle of attack for both the control flap
and the trim flap independently. These parameters were all estimated
from pressure+listributiondata of reference 2 since no data were
available for 2>percent+irfoil-chord and >percent+airfoil-ohord
flaps.
.
The ‘purposeof the present investigation is to determine the
aerodpamic characteristic of 2>percent-airfoil-ohord and >perceni+
airfoil-ohord plain flaps independently and in combination and thus to
provide a check on the parameters calculated from referenoe 2.
COEFFICIENTS AND SIMEOIS
The coefficients and symbols used are defined as foUows:
Cz airfoil section lift coefficient (Z/qc)
Gh flap section hinge+ment coefficient (h/Wf9
-()
%’
0.2>flap section hlnge+mme 25C*25 nt coefficient —Llcf252
()hf50‘%% O.>flap section hinge=moment coefficient —qcf502
where
2
Cf
cf25
Cf
w
airfoil section lift
0.25c-flap section hinge moment about 0.25c-flap hinge axis
O.Xc-flap section hinge moment about 0.500-flap hinge axis
-C pressure
chord of basic airfoil
flap chord
0.25c flap chord
O.= flap chord
.
‘-.
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a
o
angle of attack for
af flap deflection
aitioil of infinite aspect ratio
5
f25
deflection of 0.250 flap with
Independently, with respect
canhinatim with O.WC flap
Ef d.eflectlonof O.~ flap with
50
respect to airfoil
to O.* flap when
respect to aifioil
when used
used in
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Tho 8ub8ctipt8 25 and ~ refer to the 0.250 flap and t~ O.m flap.
APMRATCJS Arm ImDEL
The 2-foot+hord by tioot-span model (fig. 1) was tested in the
-eY ~ by ~oot vetiic~ tunnel described in reference 3. The
model was made of laminated mahogany to the NAOA 000g profile ad was
equipped with two plain flaps having chords 25 percent of the aitioil
chord (0.25c) end 50 percent of the airfoil ohord (O.~), respectively.
Both flaps had nose gaps O.00~ In width.
Flap hinge mcmmte were masured by electrical strain gages. Lift,
~, ~ PitcU ~nt WOI’Omasured with a thme+omponent bslance;
but since cb?agend pltchtng mcmmmt were not of prinwmy importance in
this investigation,their Palms are not presented.
Test Procedurd
The tests were made at a dynsmlc pressure of 13 pounds per square
foot, which corresponds to a velocity of about 71 miles per hour under
Stendard conditionsl The effective Reynolds number for maximum lift
coefficients for these tests was approximately 2.~ x 106. (EffectIve
Reynolds nunber = test Reynolds nmiber X turbulence factor. The turb~
lence factor for the Langley 4- by 6-foot vertical tunnel 1s 1.93.)
The aiMoil xnodslwhen mmnted in the tunnel completely spanned the
test section. With this type of inetsllatlon, tw~nefciml flow 1s
approximated end sectjon characteristics of the -1 can be determined.
.
u
.
.
,
5Tests of the 0.25c flap used independently were made with the O.m flap
strapped at zero defIection end its gap f aired to the airfoil centour. Tor
ths tests of the O.~ flap used independently, the 0.250 flap was strapped
at zero deflection and its gap fa~d to the airfoil contour. Tests of
the 0.250.flap and the O.m flap used Independently were made through a
flap.deflection range of 30° with gap seeled but unfalred and through a
—
range of 10° for open gap.
Tests of the flaps in ccmibination
restrained by strain ~@S to the main
by strain gages to the O.~ flap. h
momnt readings could be made for each
were made wfth the O.~ flap
airfoil and the 0.250 flap restrained
this manner, simultaneous hinge-
flap. The parameter ch2b= was
““50
obtained by setting the 0.250 flap to zero deflection and deflecting the
0.500 flap through a range of 10° with hinge+mmt readings recorded for
both flaps. The parzum
‘er =%0625 was obtained in a like manner by
deflecti.ngthe O.25c flap through a range of 10° tith the O.~ flap set
at zero deflection. These tests were made with open end with sealed gaps.
All tests were made through the ~f+ttack range fmm zero to
negatfve stall and from zero to positive stall.
Corrections
An experimentally determined tunnel correction was applied to the
liftl The angle of attack and hinge momnts were corrected for the effect
of streamline curvature induced by the tunnel wells in accordance with a
theoretical.analysis
spellmodels.
The tunnel+all
for the 0.250 flap,
similar to that presented in reference k for finite-
correctim were applied in the following manner:
a =a
o ?r (+o.21czT - 0.160lT)f
Ch=c %
+ 0.CM676C2T
for the 0.50c flap,
a
o
=a
% (+ 0.21CZT -0.07602 )‘f
Ch .
c%
+ o.00876C
%
6and for both the 0.25c and O.’jOcflaps,
where
a.
T
clT
c2T
f
c%
., .[.965- 10*WTI)%T
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.
masured angle of attack
measured lift coefficient
mqmred lift-inefficient incremmt caused by flap deflection
40)(msasured arbitrarily at a =or
measured hinge~ nt coefficient
DISCUSSION
The O.25c and O.50c Plain Flaps Tested Independently
Lift.– The lift–characteristicsfor the 0.25c flau are wesented in
.
figw%~for open gap and figure 3 for sealed gap. Th~ li.ft-characte~
istics for the O.50c flap are presented in f&ures 1}and 5 for open and
sealed gaps, respectively. The lift pare.mters are presented in table 1.
The lift curves for the 0.25c flap are fairly linear through a flap
deflection of 20° (fig. 3). For the O.~c flap the lift curves are fairly
linear through a flap deflection of 15° but beconm increasingly nonlinsar
in the higher lift range and at greater flap deflections (fig. 4). The
greater nonlinearity of the lift curves for the larger flap is probably
causad by air-flow separatism that results from the break in the airfoil
contour at the O.~ station when the flap is deflected. For each flap
when the angle of attack and flap deflection are of opposite sign, a
higher angle of attack is reached before stalling than when the angle of
attack and flap deflection are of the S- sign.
The effectiveness of the 0.2~.flap in producing lift begins to
decrease throughout the angle-of-attack r- for deflections beyond 20°.
The 0.500 flap provides lar~r increments of lift than the 0.250 flap
but begins to lose effectiveness when deflected 15°,and the loss of
effectiveness becomes more apparent as the flap Is deflected farther.
This loss of effectiveness for both flaps is probably caused by a stall
beginning at the trailing edge of the ai?Xoil and spreading forward over
the deflected flaps.
The lift+ffectiveness parameter ~ for both flaps shows good
agreement with curves predict= “thevariation of ~ with flap chord
.
.
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as shown orighelly in mf erence 2 and in modifted fomn in reference ~.
. (See ffg. 6.) E&2.fng the gaps generslly tncreased the effectiveness ~
for both flaps.
~.- ~~
nt characteristics for open and sealed gaps
are presented for the 0.2> flap in figures 2 and 3 and for the O.~ flap
in figures 4 end 5. The h~nt par~ters = p~eented ~ table I.
The @mral trend of the hinge+om nt curves is that which would he
expected for plain flaps on an NACA 000g airfoil. Airfoil stall is
accompanied by a rapid increase in hinge+o mmt coefficient. Ai?.=flow
separation over the flaps causes the hinge+om nt curves to becom non-
Mnsar and som9t3m3s to reverse slope.
Curves showing the variation of hinge+mmnt paremters
c% - c%
with flap chord are given in references 2 and 5. The inclusion on these
curves of the hinge~ nt ~ters for the O.* and O.~ flaps
indicates that these pram ters
of the ourves (fig. 6).
Seal- the gap pruvided a
both f lape..
are in agreemmt with the
negative inqrease in c
%
general trend
and Chb for
. The 0.250 and O.~ Plain Flaps Tested in Combination
Effect on lift.- The lift characteristics of the airfoil with the
0.25c end.0.500flaps used in combination are pzesented in figures 7 and 8
for open gaps and in figures 9 end 10 for sealed gaps. The lift parsmters
are presented in table 11.
The lift-curve slope %= for open gaps is less than that for either
the 0.250 flap or O.~ flap alone with open gap. This loss would be
eqwcted since there is a gap at both the O.~ station and the O.75c station.
With the gaps sealed, CZ is the S- as for the 0.500 flap with sealed
a
gap and slightly less than the O.25c flap with sealed -p. This slight
difference is probably caused by the decreased rigidity of the model when
both flaps are restrained by strain gages.
The lif&ef factiveness psrsnk3terqj for each flap was less than for
the flaps when used independently, because of the decrease in c25
. resulting from the decreased rigidity of the model.
Effect on hinge moment.- The hinge+uoment characteristics of the air-
. foil with the O.25c and O.~Oc flaps used in combination are presented in
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figures 7 and 8 for open gaps and in figures 9 and 10 for sealed gaps,
.
and the hlnge+mme nt-parameters are listed in table II.
l
For either flap the hinge moment caused by deflection C$ is
slightly less when the flaps are used in combination than when used
independently. This reductionwould he expected since deflecting either
flap would create forces tegdlng to cause opposite deflection of the
other flap, which tendency would result in.a balancing moment as is the
case for a balancing tab.
The hinge moment of the 0.50c flap caused hy a deflection of the
0.25c flap is fairly lmge since the deflection of the 0.25c flap
produces an increase in the resultant pressure coefficient-over the
reer of the airfoil. This increase results in a @ge moment when
referred to the hinge line of the 0.500 flap. The hinge moment of the
0.250 flap resulting froma deflection of the 0.50c flap is comparatively
sti since the resultant messure coefficient cawed by deflecti--the
0.50c flap is quite small &er the 0.25c flap. This
approximately the same as that caused by a change in
‘Comparisonof Eqerimentally Determined
hinge moment is
the angle of attack.
Data with
Theoretically Calculated Data .
Data are presented in reference 1 for a 0.25c Plain control flaP
linked with a %rbflap having a chord twice the control-flap chord
or O.~c. Theoretical calculations of the aerodyzmmic characteristics
of this type offflap =angement as detezmlned frcm pressure<istribution
data are also presented in reference 1.
By the use of the parametws c
%%25’ C%%50’ ~’ c%’ - c%
obtainsd experimentally in the present paper, it is possible to compute
the characteristics of a 0.25c control flap with a O.XC trfm flap for
any linkage ratio and thus to Povide a check for the data of references 1
and 2. The results of-this comparison are shown in fQure I-1and indicate
that the values obtained by the use of parameters from force-test data are
in close agreement with the values obtatied by the use of par~ters from
the pressur~istributlon data of reference 2.
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CONCLUSIONS
From tests made of an NACA 0009 airfoil
chord plain flaps operated independently and
conclusions were indicated:
with 0.25- and O.~irfoil-
in combination, the following
1. Larger increments of lift were provided by the larger
it began to lose lift effectiveness at the higher deflections
angles of attack than did the smaller flap.
2. The effect of sealing the gap was small but generally
the lift effectiveness and the l~urve slope.
flap although
emd at lower
Increased
3. The hinge+mme nt and lift-effectiveness parameters for each flap
indicated close agreement with curves predicting the variation of these
parameters with flap chord for plain flaps.
4. Theoretical calculations of the aerodynamic characteristics of
a 0.25-chord plain control flap with a O.~chord trim flap made by the
use of hinge-mcment parameters measured in the present investigation are
h close agreement tith results calculated by the use of parameters
obtained fram pressure-distribution data.
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Langley Field, Vs., I?ovemiber3, 1947
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TABIE I
PMMMmERsmm o.- m O.* PIAI!iFIAPs
mm mm%mm?ml Yo?i AI’llmcAocq KLIW’oIL
dcc tip c, a I %5
4.49 -0.0067 -0.0K18
::; -.oop -.0120
-.0121 -.0148
-.75 -,0123 -.0155
TABLE II
. FwMmERs Fmo.25cmo.5ccu FIAP6TESPED
IIVWMBIUATIOH W AH I?ACAOOOSIAIRFOIL
oEp 01Cla 8= %y %e ’50 aba5 C$ ‘%29 c%% C*625 ’25 8%
O.oqk 0.089 0.039 0.058 4.43 a.a -o.oq’2a. 0119 -0.“IJ.O-0 lo141 -0.O’Z02-0.(x%6
SOhd .093 .045 .066 -.49 -.72 -.0068 -.0120 -,0108 -.0144 -.0208 -.oo60
a
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Figure 2 .- Aerodynamic section characteristics
of an NACA (7009 airfoil with a 0.25c plain fiap
and 0.005c gap.
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Figure 3.- Aerodynamic section characteristics
of an IVACA 0009 ajrf’oil with a 0.25 c phin flap
and sealed uao.
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Figur~ 4.- Aerodynamic sec+jon characteristics
of an AIACA 0009 airfoil with a 0.50c plain fbp
and 0.005c gap.
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figure 5.- A~rodynomic section character~stic$
of an AIACA 0009 airfoil with a 0.50c plain flap
and sealed gap.
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Figure 9 .- Concluded.
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~lgur~ I I,-Comparison of the aerodynamic characteristics
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